Kramer SG6003B Black
Burst/Color Bar Generator (001397
- F)

£48.99
Professional Broadcasting Equipment Kramer SG6003B Black Burst/Color Bar Generator
(001397)Model DetailsThe SG6003B is a broadcast level Black Burst / Color Bar Generator with
three identical Black Burst outputs, a color Subcarrier output, a Color Bar output and two 1 kHz,
crystal stabilized audio outputs. State-of-the-art technology is used throughout the SG6003B crystal controlled sync & Chroma oscillators, accurate internal sync/Subcarrier genlock, both with
long term stability. The number of outputs may be increased by using one of Ocean Matrix's
several video distribution amplifiers.Features: Studio master genlock to one stable sourceBlack or
Detailsthat need a stable referenceTest and
Color Bar reference for professional Product
video cameras
Category/Type
Audio
for Videoin
alignment
tool for professional video/audio equipmentColor Bar generator as filler
for recording
a duplication studioColor Bar Saturation: Preset to 75%, may be ordered at 100% The item
has
Make
Kramer
been
used, therefore shows a few stickers
and used
marks.
It is in good
cosmetic condition
Model
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Black
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F)
have not tested the unit in any way. Everything you see in the photos is included. Not includingDimensions
the
Power Cable (Unless otherwise stated) Please see our other items for other Vintage and Rare
Weight
broadcast equipment, including more Technics, Rogers and much more! Ref 001397 Shipping
costs: Prices quoted for shipping by courier are based on delivery to England & Wales only.
Highlands, Ireland, and Islands may cost more so please enquire prior to bidding. Yes, we know
Global
Asset
Management
Northern Ireland is classed as
part of the
U.K. but
it still costs more to send large items there.
Tel: +44
There is no extra cost for smaller items
sent (0)1733
by Royal897319
Mail. We will recycle packaging where we
www.globalassetmgmt.co.uk
enquiries@globalassetmgmt.co.uk
can to keep
your costs and ours down. We will
combine P&P where we can.If you are buying
multiple items, please do the 'buy it now' part but do not proceed to payment. We will invoice you

